UBONGO (696184)

The fast-paced, addictive, easy-to-learn puzzle game
MSRP: $39.95
OBJECTIVE: Race against the timer (and your opponents!)
to solve a puzzle of interlocking shapes as fast as you can.
VIDEO:

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• QUICK & EASY: Intuitive gameplay and simple rules are
easy to learn and teach. Each round is only 60 seconds.
• REPLAYABLE: Over 430 different puzzles offer hours of
exciting challenges.
• INCLUSIVE: Two difficulty levels keep it fun and
interesting for gamers of all ages and experience levels.
• MULTI-DISCIPLINARY: Promotes many core skills
including visual-spatial thinking, abstract problemsolving, timed logic challenges, dexterity, and
hand-eye coordination.

Best Family Game 2009 (Sweden)
Best Family Game 2008 (Norway)
Best Family Game (Finland)
Kids Game of the Year 2005
(Germany)

BASIC SETUP:
1.

2.

3.

Scoring Track

Collect the 36 puzzle boards and choose your difficulty level.
(For easier gameplay, use the side with 3 shapes. For
more of a challenge, use the side with 4 shapes.)
Fill the slots on the scoring track with gems. Blue gems go on
the left side, amber gems go on the right, and the remaining
gems go into the bag.
Give each player a set of 12 unique shapes.

Easier tasks
(3 shapes per row)
More difficult tasks
(4 shapes per row)

HOW TO PLAY:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Select a new board from the pile and place it in front of you with
your chosen difficulty level facing up.
Immediately roll the die and flip the hourglass over.
The picture on the die will tell you what row of shapes you can
use that round. Find that row of shapes on your board and select
the corresponding pieces.
Try to fill in the entire white space on your puzzle board using
only those 3 or 4 predetermined shapes.
DO: turn, flip, or rotate any of the pieces as necessary
DO NOT: stack, overlap, or place pieces outside of the
white puzzle space.

60

SECONDS

HOW TO WIN:
1.

2.

Complete the puzzle as fast as you can. The faster you finish, the
more points you earn.
The player with the most points at the end of nine rounds wins
the game!

EXTRAS:

• Tutorials, solution keys, and variable timers available through
the free bonus Helper App
• Support materials for classroom use available online
• Also available: travel-sized editions, 3D challenges, and
a junior version designed especially for younger players
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